
‘More consistent and systematic 

than any form of writing I know.’

Kurt Schwitters’s Systemschrift.

Robin Fuller

Introduction
There were two ideas explored by the New Typographers in relation to improved
writing systems. The first accepted the alphabet as the ultimate stage in the develop-
ment of writing and sought only to improve it by eliminating competing systems
and clarifying the relationship of symbols to sounds. The second approach rejected
the writing of spoken languages in favour of picture-based writing, informed by the
belief that images, unlike the alphabet, could be interpreted without training and
could therefore transcend cultural boundaries.

Herbert Bayer, Jan Tschichold and several other modernist typographers demanded
that the alphabet be redesigned in order to represent speech more faithfully, yet Kurt
Schwitters’s Systemschrift was the only such experiment that pursued to the end the
modernist typographers’ rally cry of ‘one sound, one sign’. To achieve this, Schwit-
ters rejected the standard characters of the Latin alphabet and designed entirely new
symbols informed by phonetic analysis of speech sounds. Further, Systemschrift
included aspects of non-arbitrary signification through imagery; the characters can
be interpreted as depictions of the articulatory positions of the vocal organ. In so doing,
Schwitters emulated experiments conducted by nineteenth-century English 
phoneticians.

Ute Brüning’s essay ‘Die neue plastische Systemschrift’ (1990) provides a detailed
account of Systemschrift. However, in histories of the alphabetical experiments of the
modernist typographers by English-language scholars, Systemschrift has rarely, if at all,
been subject to detailed analysis. The final version of Systemschrift departed complete-
ly from the alphabet, and with it the European typographic tradition. It is therefore
not unexpected that it would be given marginal treatment by historians of typogra-
phy. This paper expands on Brüning’s work and demonstrates that an understanding
of Systemschrift is to be gained by comparison not only with other modernist typo-
graphic projects, but also with earlier attempts at universal writing systems.

After culture
What is the authentic mode of design for the age of the machine? This question 
preoccupied modernist designers in the early 1920s, who saw the designed world
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evinced by the similarities in their writings on the subject and their frequent collabo-
rations in exhibitions and organisations such as the Schwitters-led ring neue werbe-
gestalter (circle of new advertising designers).

In a 1927 article entitled ‘Modern Typography’, the Czech designer Teige described
the New Typography as opposing the archaism of William Morris’s private-press
movement, the eccentric stylings of Art Nouveau typefaces, and the printing of lux-
urious books for ‘snobbish’ bibliophiles.3 Yet this is not what was ‘new’ about the
New Typography. Each of these tendencies was also criticised by many traditionalist
typographers.4 From the beginning of the twentieth century certain English, Ameri-
can and German typographers had opposed the ever-increasing varieties of typeface
styles.5 For such typographers, new styles of letter and new styles of typographic
arrangement were superfluous to the function of typography. The function of typog-
raphy was the transmission of information, and new styles which drew attention to
their form inhibited the fulfilment of this function. Typography, in their view, 
functioned through adherence to established convention.

Where the New Typographers departed from the traditionalists was in the belief
that new techniques of typographic arrangement could function without the require-
ment for cultural training in interpreting a conventional system of communication.
Traditionalist typographers had taken the symmetrical and even pages of the book as
the paradigm of typography. Yet in the 1920s, as Albers noted, ‘the majority of
printed materials are no longer books’.6 Advertising, for the New Typographers, 
became the paradigm; and in advertising, the established conventions of symmetrical
typographic layout were deemed redundant. Schwitters proposed that in typographic
design of advertisements one should ‘use a regular industrial designer…rather than
relying on…received wisdom’.7 The New Typographers believed that typography
could communicate more directly through the manipulation of innate human facul-
ties of optical and cognitive reception. Teige wrote that ‘modern typography is visual
communication, its rules must therefore be based on optical rules’.8 ‘Human beings,’
stated Schwitters, ‘perceive things with their senses and not with their intellect,’
therefore typography should aim for ‘impact on the senses by concentrating indi-
vidual charms into a composition that can be grasped by the eye.’9

The universal alphabet
The Fraktur and Schwabacher type styles and the German handwriting style left
German typographic and scribal culture unique in twentieth-century Europe. The
New Typographers were highly conscious of the fact that designed letters always
convey more information than that which they are overtly used to transmit. A page
of Fraktur conveys not only textual information but also connotations of German
identity. A page set in a Jugendstil typeface carries the impression of the personality
of the designer of the typeface, ‘because of their strongly individual character which

around them as false; filled with objects produced with ‘sham materials and sham
techniques,’ as it was later put.1 Industrial production, it was believed, had 
unleashed a stylistic chaos, arbitrarily combining motifs from historical periods. 
Debabelisation was required in order to restore coherency to design and bring it in
line with the spirit of the age.

Yet the twentieth century was an age like no other. ‘Our times,’ wrote Schwitters
in 1928, ‘are essentially different from earlier periods because of the enormous in-
crease in communications and the improvement of the means of communication
and technological methods.’2 The culture of the twentieth century was scientific and
transnational. The authentic mode of design for the twentieth century would arise
from the use of technology in the logical solution of problems. As such, design
would betray no national origin and would, as far as possible, exist outside history,
operating according to fixed laws revealed by science. The stylistic preferences of the
individual would have no bearing on form; design would be objective and universal.
The paradoxical view held was that a coherent design culture would be achieved 
only by allowing technology and logic to replace culture as it was previously under-
stood. 

It was not only in design that the nationally peculiar was opposed. The perceived
need for an international language to supplement and ultimately replace the world’s
languages—which had given the nineteenth century Esperanto as well as the 
German inventions Volapük and Tutonisch—came to be seen as increasingly urgent
in the aftermath of the First World War. The engineer Walter Porstmann, whose
book Sprache und Schrift (1920) was to have a decisive influence on modernist ty-
pography, argued that an international language would be an inevitable consequence
of technological advances in transport and communication, and that the path 
towards this international language would begin with the development of a universal
writing system. Rather than accepting language as it existed as a natural fact, 
language was conceived of as a technology that mankind used in communication.
And this tool could be improved, once purged of its historically-accumulated 
nuances and redesigned according to logical principles. 

The New Typography
The ambitions to transcend culture in both design and language coincided in the
1920s modernist design movement known as the New Typography. Although some
figures of this movement, such as Tschichold, worked exclusively in typography,
many others including Schwitters, Theo van Doesburg, El Lissitzky, László Moholy-
Nagy and Karel Teige worked across art and design disciplines. With Moholy-Nagy,
several Bauhaus masters, including Bayer, Josef Albers, and Joost Schmidt, were 
central to the New Typography. Despite the diverse backgrounds of those involved,
the New Typographers were in overwhelming agreement on issues of typography, as
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complete alphabet. Geometry provided no solution in purging an individual’s 
design of individual decisions.

Superfluity was found not only in the graphic form of letters, but in the co-
existence of upper- and lower-case. Surprisingly, for a movement that so greatly 
advanced the visual and spatial nature of communication through typography, a 
central theme of the New Typographers’ writings was the argument that the function
of writing was the faithful transcription of speech. ‘Writing,’ stated Schwitters, ‘is the
image of speech, the image of sound.’18 ‘Why,’ asked Bayer, ‘do we write and print
with two alphabets? A large sign and a small sign are not necessary for one sound.’19

The slogan derived from Porstmann, ‘one sound, one sign’, is repeated throughout
the New Typographers’ writings. Thus the alphabets designed by Bayer and Albers
discussed above lacked an upper-case and at Bayer’s instigation, from 1925 the
Bauhaus officially abandoned capital letters in all printed communications.20

To Tschichold, the German orthographic practice of capitalising every noun
made explicit, more than French or English writing, the redundancy of the upper-
case.21 Idiosyncrasies of German orthography (such as the ‘esszet’ ligature and the
long, short and terminal forms of ‘s’ in the German handwriting style) were stated
to be irrational by Schmidt.22 It was claimed that the use of a single lower-case
Grotesk alphabet would be both educationally and economically beneficial. ‘Our
lettering,’ argued Moholy-Nagy, ‘would lose nothing if written with lower-case 
initials...it would become easily legible, more easily learnable, and would become
significantly more economical.’23 Bayer alleged that ‘persons unaccustomed to 
typing with one alphabet only have been saving one-third or more of the time 
otherwise required’.24

Porstmann advocated, with the abolition of the upper-case, a reform in ortho-
graphy to achieve the principle of ‘one sound, one sign’. By ‘one sound’ the New 
Typographers and Porstmann meant the units of speech typically represented by 
alphabetical characters, referred to as segments in phonetics.25 Such sounds are in
some instances represented in German orthography with more than one symbol,
and in reverse, as Schwitters notes, ‘one has the luxury of representing double conso-
nants such as ts and ks with single letters (z and x)’. This, according to Schwitters, is
‘an arbitrary arrangement that has nothing to do with logic’.26 Jan Tschichold, in an
article published in 1930 entitled ‘noch eine neue schrift’, presented an alphabet
which included such reforms.27 Tschichold’s single case alphabet featured predomi-
nantly lower-case forms but used the upper-case forms of ‘N’ and ‘K’. Additionally,
he included new symbols for segments usually represented with more than one 
character—including the two ‘ch’ sounds as in German ‘ich’ and ‘ach’, and the first
segment in ‘Schwitters’, which is typically represented with three characters. ‘C’, ‘q’
and ‘w’ were discarded, as the sounds they typically indicate are also indicated by
other letters, as were the characters used to express double segments, ‘x’ and ‘z’.

is in direct opposition to the spirit of our age’.10 Styles of typeface smuggled extra-
linguistic connotations, believed by the New Typographers to be illogical superfluity,
to the function of printed language. Letterforms without style were required, and in
the serifless and spare forms of the Grotesk typefaces, the New Typographers believed
they had found such a letter.11 The Grotesks were impersonal and anonymous—the
designers of the early Grotesks were largely unknown and uncelebrated. The Grotesk
was to replace all other letters, whose complicated forms, alleged Teige, ‘have a detri-
mental effect on eyesight,’12 and, according to Schmidt, lead to short-sightedness in
childhood.13

Yet the Grotesks in existence were only the least historical, most sachlich, letters
then available. New Grotesks were required. ‘No single designer can produce the
typeface we need,’ wrote Tschichold, ‘which must be free from all personal charac-
teristics; it will be the work of a group, among whom I think there must be an 
engineer.’14 In lieu of such a scientific-typographic committee, the New Typogra-
phers individually attempted the design of Grotesk letters free of subjective adulter-
ation. ‘The reason for the continuing production of still “another” typeface,’ argued
Bayer, ‘is the consistent policy of type foundries to make more sales through new 
designs.’15 Against the commercial production of ever-new styles of typeface, the
New Typographers sought to replace, rather than add to, the Babel of typefaces.
They believed that the use of basic geometric shapes could produce ultimate and 
definitive letterforms, purged of historically-accumulated ornament and reduced to
the ‘essential’. Bayer claimed that historically the design of letters was ‘formed freely
according to the style and the calligraphy of the type-designer, and it is just this free-
dom which has been responsible for so many mistakes’.16 Geometric letters would
avoid such personal connotations, because, according to Tschichold, ‘such shapes
must by necessity transcend individualism and nationalism’.17

Designers including Albers, Bayer, Schmidt, Tschichold and Schwitters experi-
mented with geometric Grotesks, each arriving at different results. Using a restricted
range of geometric shapes to achieve the letters of the alphabet exposed the difficulty
in applying anti-conventional functionalist ideas to letters. Letters function precisely
through their adherence to historically established forms: function and convention
are inexorably intertwined in the alphabet. The part of the letter that is superfluous
historical ornament and the part that is the ‘essential’ form, are not easily distin-
guished. Rather than ‘elemental’ geometry allowing the New Typographers to avoid
forming letters ‘freely’, adherence to the geometric systems of their own invention
allowed them to reject the historically-established forms of letters. Bayer’s lower-case
‘x’ was composed of circle arcs rather than straight lines. The letters of Albers’s 
Schablonenschrift alphabet were composed from three basic geometric shapes—a
square, a right-angled triangle and a quarter circle—arranged into pairs of vertical
columns, at times rendering the letters barely recognisable outside the context of the
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people,’ suggesting, as Moholy-Nagy also did, that the future of writing may be in
photo-hieroglyphics.

Photography is highly effective when used as typographical material. It may
appear as illustration beside the words, or in the form of ‘phototext’ in place
of words, as a precise form of representation so objective as to permit of no
individual interpretation.34

Porstmann’s influence on the views of the New Typographers regarding orthogra-
phy is well documented. It is interesting to note that Porstmann also expressed similar
ideas regarding a photography-based picture language. Porstmann described photo-
graphy as a picture-writing [eine Bilderschrift]; a modern equivalent to the picture-
writings of indigenous Mexicans and Americans.35 In the design of logos and the
text-and-photography compositions of magazines, Porstmann too saw the seeds of a
future picture-writing.

Visible speech before the Bauhaus
The New Typographers were by no means the first to find fault with standard 
orthography. From at least as early as the seventeenth century several English 
speakers had attempted the complete redesign of writing, born from frustration with
the even greater degree to which English orthography departs from the ‘one sound,
one sign’ principle.36 In fact, the science of Phonetics advanced greatly in the nine-
teenth century precisely owing to attempts to develop improved writing systems
which systematically corresponded symbols to sounds.37  

Just as the New Typographers sought to minimise arbitrariness in writing, several
nineteenth-century English phoneticians, including Alexander Melville Bell, Isaac
Pitman and Henry Sweet, sought a form of writing that more directly represented
speech. ‘The accepted mode of spelling,’ wrote Pitman, ‘is so far removed from any
apparent attempt to represent the sounds of speech, that this, its original purpose,
has almost ceased to be evident.’38 In devising alternatives to standard writing, 
Pitman, Bell and Sweet invented systems that have been referred to as ‘iconic’ in a
different sense from the picture-writing discussed above. The linguist David Aber-
crombie defined such ‘iconic’ systems as having symbols that ‘are not arbitrary signs,
but in some way resemble what they stand for,’ not through direct resemblance, but
‘because they allot related shapes to related segments’.39

Even in the ideal form of alphabetical writing, wherein each symbol indicates one
segment alone, the phonetic value of each symbol must be individually learnt as
there are no systematic relations established between symbols and sounds. Systems
that are iconic in the analogical sense defined by Abercrombie (henceforth referred
to as iconic-analogical) ensure that similar symbols are used for segments with similar
features.40 In phonetics, consonant segments can be analysed according to the 

After the alphabet
In The New Typography of 1928, Tschichold took it as a given that the Latin alphabet
was the appropriate basis for developing one system of writing for all the world’s lan-
guages. He described not only Fraktur, (which is just a particular styling of the Latin
alphabet) as backward nationalism, but also the entirely different writing systems 
of Chinese and Arabic.28

Yet if the styling of letters and the historically-developed quirks of orthography
rendered writing an imperfect vehicle of speech, was speech itself not also conven-
tional, historical, illogical? No matter what geometric refinements and phonetic
restrictions were applied to the alphabet, it would remain an historically-formed
system of arbitrary signs, used in turn to represent the historical and arbitrary signs
of spoken language. Contrary to structuralist linguistics, language was not taken as
the site of meaning, but as a technology mankind had developed in negotiating 
external reality. Meaning resided outside language, and language imperfectly 
symbolised such meanings. ‘It is my own contention,’ wrote Bayer in a later essay,
‘that we find ourselves today suffering from acute poisoning from too many words,
which cruelly invade our mind every second of the day. Too many words become
like a screen between us and the visible world.’29

Typography as it currently existed, according to Moholy-Nagy, was but a ‘mediat-
ing makeshift link’ between external meanings and the mind.30 A non-arbitrary
mode of communication was required, one that accessed reality directly without
translation through a culturally-established code. Pictures, iconic signs, it was 
believed, could be universally and unambiguously understood without the media-
tion of language. Several New Typographers theorised iconic systems of ‘writing’.
Photography, as the most technological and ‘objective’ means of producing images,
was the ideal candidate for this. Tschichold wrote:

Photographs, like letters, are a means of communication. The faster and
simpler the means of communication the better. The development of our
type from pictures to writing was intended to increase, as much as possible,
understanding between people. Today there is much we can “say” more
simply with photographs than with words.31

The combination of photography and typography was named ‘typo-photo’ by
Moholy-Nagy. Robin Kinross has noted that typo-photo, as the fluid combination
of text and image, ‘can be regarded as one of [the New Typography’s] lasting legacies,
now so generally employed as to be unnoticed or called simply “graphic design”’.32

While Kinross is entirely correct, it is also true that the ambitions for typo-photo
were initially even greater. Lissitzky in 1926 argued that alphabetical-orthography
was inherently nationalistic, but that a hieroglyphic book could transcend language
borders.33 Photography, according to Lissitzky, is ‘completely comprehensible to all
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Systemschrift
The work of the above nineteenth-century phoneticians became the bases of systems
of shorthand and systems of phonetic transcription. Yet they were also initially 
presented as superior to, and a potential replacement for, the Latin alphabet. More-
over, they were often proposed as potential world writing systems, and, furthermore, as
pathways to a universal language. Bell wrote that his ‘visible speech’ system would 
ultimately facilitate ‘the construction and implementation of a universal language’.44

Although Porstmann’s Sprache and Schrift includes many references to earlier 
attempts at reforming orthography, for the most part the New Typographers seem 
neither to have independently investigated earlier attempts at creating ‘logical’ writing
systems, nor to have investigated phonetics beyond the isolation of individual seg-
ments. Tschichold’s alphabet successfully locates segments, yet stops short of examin-
ing sub-segmental features. Bayer continued to write and work on reformed alphabets
in the decades following the 1920s, but although writings from these years indicate
that he closely followed developments in the field of Legibility Studies, his ‘basic 
alfabet’ from the 1950s reveals a still unclear understanding of phonetics.45

Phonetics, and with it the graphic notation of speech, was a lively and advanced dis-
cipline by the 1920s. Experiments in reformed alphabets, akin to those of Pitman and
Bell, were also conducted by Germanophone scholars in the nineteenth century. Ernst
Brücke, for example, published an iconic-analogical alphabet in 1863.46 By the 

following three features: place of articulation, manner of articulation, and voicing.
For example an iconic-analogical system would convey a similarity between the
symbols for the first sounds in the words ‘Bauhaus’ and ‘Moholy’, as both are alike
in place of articulation (the lips) and both are voiced. The symbol for the first sound
in the word ‘piano’ would also convey, like the ‘b’ and ‘m’ sounds, that it was articu-
lated with the lips; yet the ‘b’ and ‘p’ sounds would have similarities not shared with
‘m’, as the former both involve the passage of air through the mouth and the latter
involves the passage of air through the nasal cavity. 

In Pitman’s ‘Stenographic Soundhand’ of 1837, the symbols for consonant sounds
produced by a sudden opening of the vocal tract (plosives) are all designed as straight
lines. Symbols for consonant sounds which involve an audible friction of air passing
through the vocal tract (fricatives) are all curved lines.41 Unvoiced consonants have a
light stroke, and voiced consonants have a heavy stroke. Thirdly, the place of articula-
tion is indicated by the angle of the stroke. The symbol for the first sound in ‘table’,
an unvoiced plosive produced with the tongue placed on the apical ridge, is a vertical
straight line; and the symbol for the first sound in ‘day’, which is identical in place
and manner of articulation but is voiced, is the same line but heavier in weight. Thus
Pitman’s very simple symbols do not only represent individual segments, but are 
designed so that the graphic features (straightness, angle, weight) indicate phonetic
features (manner of articulation, place of articulation, voicing).

Both Pitman’s and Bell’s systems were not only iconic in the analogical sense, but
also included a certain amount of iconism in the depictive sense, in that the symbols
visually represented aspects of the position of the vocal organ. In Bell’s ‘visible
speech,’ for example, symbols for unvoiced sounds feature a circle in depiction of an
open glottis; and symbols for voiced sounds feature a straight line in depiction of a
contracted glottis.42

The iconic-depictive aspect of Pitman’s system is of particular interest because, as
we will see below, it has similarities with Schwitters’s Systemschrift. In the design of
plosive consonants, those produced with the lips (sounds typically indicated by
‘p’and ‘b’) slope leftward. Those produced with tongue behind the teeth (sounds
typically indicated by ‘t’ and ‘d’) are upright. The affricate sounds ‘j’ and ‘ch’, as in
‘jay’ and ‘change’, which Pitman categorises along with plosives as ‘expolents’, slope
rightward. Finally, the ‘k’ and ‘g’ sounds, produced with the back of the tongue
raised to the palate, are horizontal.43 The allocation of the angles of these consonant
symbols can be read as not entirely arbitrary but selected to indicate the place of ar-
ticulation. Mapped onto a profile facing left (as in A figure 1), consonants produced
at the front of the mouth are appropriately indicated with a line pointing leftward.
The line rotates right to be upright for the consonants produced further back, final-
ly rotating once more so that the initial left pointing line is horizontal for the velar
‘k’ and ‘g’ sounds.
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versions of Systemschrift, labelled ‘a’ to ‘f ’ (see A figure 2). Versions ‘a’ to ‘e’ were sim-
ilar to other modernist alphabets in that they were single-case, Grotesk and com-
posed from a limited number of geometric possibilities. Unlike his peers, Schwitters
based the majority of his characters on upper-case forms. With version ‘b’, he added
an innovation; vowels were given heavier strokes than consonants so that a graphic 
difference reflected a phonetic difference.

mid-1920s, not only was the alphabet of the International Phonetic Association (IPA)
well established for phonetic transcription in Europe,47 but there were also several com-
peting systems used by linguists and educators such as the German-born Teuthonista.48

Schmidt’s 1929 essay, ‘schrift?’ went into greater phonetic detail than the majority
of the New Typography writings.49 Schmidt, though not quite in such terms, 
demanded that a reformed writing system should not only be based on the isolation
of individual segments, but on a design of symbols to reflect featural attributes. He
noted that in the teaching of foreign languages, symbols are arranged into tables 
according to featural similarities (most likely referring to the IPA) yet he is critical of
doing so whilst sustaining standard alphabetical characters instead of ‘radical new
signs’.50 Such new characters designed according to phonetic classification were, as
Schmidt acknowledges, attempted by Schwitters.

Schwitters’s experiment with a phonetic ‘alphabet’ was exceptional. This is 
perhaps to be expected; both Tschichold and Bayer were undoubtedly leaders in
their fields, but each excelled primarily in typography and graphic design only.
Schwitters, in contrast, was a restless polymath who under the banner of Merz 
explored the boundaries and interfaces of the arts, including poetry, typography, ar-
chitecture, painting and collage. Within the context of his wide-ranging creative ac-
tivity, Schwitters made numerous experiments with writing and notation systems.
Writing on poetry in 1924, Schwitters argued that letters, before sounds, meanings
and associations, were the most fundamental and objective element of poetry precisely
because unlike their associated sounds they remained unambiguously the same in
print (this is, in a sense, an exploration of letters in the opposite direction to System-
schrift: letters liberated of phonetic values).51 In a 1925 essay, Schwitters’s sketched a
simplified language wherein single letters (taken here as both symbols and associated
sounds) were attributed with semantic values. In this language (which in many 
respects recalls the seventeenth-century language experiments of Gottfried Leibniz,
Francis Lodwick and John Wilkins52) individual vowels stood for verbs, which could
be combined with individual consonants standing for grammatical person.53 Simulta-
neous to the development of Systemschrift, Schwitters worked with Tschichold on the
typographic rendition of his phonetic poem Ursonate —which used spatial distribu-
tion of typographic elements and the combination of upper- and lower-case to give 
indication of emphasis and tempo. In addition to his own linguistic and grammatolog-
ical experiments we also know that Schwitters was fluent in the system of shorthand
known as Gabelsberger.54 Although Gabelsberger was neither iconic-depictive nor
iconic-analogical in its design, it lacked an upper- and lower-case distinction and 
involved the allocation of single symbols to single segments.55

Schwitters published Systemschrift in the journal i10 in 1927 along with an 
accompanying essay entitled ‘Anregungen zur Erlangung einer Systemschrift’ (subse-
quently republished across two issues of Der Sturm in 1928). Here he presented six
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Version ‘c’, like Tschichold’s design, addressed issues of redundancy and overlap in
phonetic function of characters. Schwitters stated that the necessity for several 
characters for certain segments (such as the first segment in his surname) was one of
the greatest logical shortcomings of the alphabet.56 Version ‘c’ also furthered the dis-
tinction between vowels and consonants, rendering all consonants with thin strokes
and straight lines, and all vowels with thick strokes and curved lines. Here already,
Schwitters attempts to add iconic-depiction to his characters, claiming that the
broad rounded shapes of the vowels contrasted with the angular narrow consonants,
convey their respective phonetic qualities.57 In order to achieve this Schwitters in-
troduced the lower-case forms of ‘e’, ‘b’, ‘d’, ‘h’, ‘k’, ‘n’ and ‘m’; also the ‘I’, requiring
a curve, took the form of a ‘J’. Schwitters defended his combination of upper- and
lower-case on the grounds that he chose the ‘most characteristic’ forms; nevertheless,
it is likely that his hand was forced by attempting to maintain the system for distin-
guishing vowels and consonants. Versions ‘d’ and ‘e’ continue along the same path as
version ‘c’, with minor refinements.

With version ‘f ’ Schwitters made a complete break with the Latin alphabet and 
developed a fully iconic-analogical writing system. An analysis of the consonants in
Systemschrift ‘f ’ demonstrates that, like the systems of Bell and Pitman, the design is
not only iconic-analogical, but also includes iconic-depictive characteristics. The tables
shown in A figure 3 are recreated from Schwitters’s diagrams in i10.58 The table on the
left shows Schwitters’s Grotesk Latin-alphabetical characters, arranged according to
phonetic features, and the table on the right shows the equivalent characters in Schwit-
ters’s new system. His analysis of consonants is broadly in line with the phonetics of his
day but includes some unusual classifications. The top two horizontal bands, labelled
Knacklaute, are all united by manner of articulation as plosives. The new characters for
the Knacklaute are graphically united as always having one protruding horizontal
stroke at the top or bottom of the vertical stroke. Voiced consonants and their 
unvoiced counterparts are designed as vertical reflections of each other. These are
arranged so that voiced segments appear above their unvoiced counterparts. 

The next two rows, labelled Zischlaute, are predominantly fricatives, again with
voiced segments above and unvoiced below. There are at least two correctly diagnosed
voiced and unvoiced pairs, shown as ‘s’/‘s’ and ‘w’/‘f ’ in the Grotesk Latin-
alphabetical version. The two ‘s’s refer to the voiced and unvoiced fricatives beginning
the words ‘zoo’ and ‘sound’, and the ‘w’/‘f ’ are the voiced and unvoiced fricatives 
beginning the words ‘violin’ and ‘fedora’. ‘J’ and ‘ch’ are somewhat ambiguous.
Schwitters describes the ‘j’ as standing for the first sound in German ‘jedoch’, and the
‘ch’ below as from ‘mich’, which would be an incorrect pairing. However if they stood
for the post-alveolar affricates beginning ‘Jungle’ and ‘Tschichold’, which are not 
otherwise accounted for, the pairing would be correct.59 Elsewhere Schwitters 
correctly notes that the ‘sch’ would be paired with its voiced counterpart, the ‘j’ in
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French ‘jamais’, and also correctly diagnoses the two English ‘th’ sounds, as in ‘them’
and ‘theme’, as a voiced and unvoiced pair. The other ‘ch’ refers to the fricative in
German ‘ach’, and the ‘h’ is incorrectly included in the same category as the other
fricatives. The new characters for the Zischlaute are graphically united as always 
having two consecutive horizontal strokes (although the ‘h’ breaks this rule), and
again, voiced and unvoiced pairs (whether correctly diagnosed or not) are vertical 
reflections of one another. 

The next row shows nasals—consonants produced with the passage of air moving
through the nasal cavity. The new symbols for nasals feature horizontal strokes at the
top and bottom of the vertical stroke. The final row of new symbols are of what
Schwitters calls Schwinglaute (all liquids) and all feature a central horizontal line, but
are less graphically coherent than the other categories. 

As regards iconic-depiction, Schwitters’s new characters are a mirror image of
those of Pitman described above. In the table, the symbols are horizontally
arranged according to their place of articulation. All consonants produced with the
lips have horizontal lines extending rightward; all central consonants have horizon-
tal bars extending rightward and leftward, indicating centrality; and all consonants
produced at the back of the mouth have lines extending leftward. The voiced and
unvoiced pairs being vertical reflections of one another, it could be further argued
(although Schwitters himself did not make this point), adds an extra degree of
iconic-depiction in indicating manner of articulation. All unvoiced consonants,
produced only with the mouth and therefore at the higher part of the vocal organ,
are top heavy. The voiced counterparts, which use the glottis, the lower part of the
vocal organ, are vertically reflected so as to be bottom heavy. With these rules in
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‘Consistent and systematic’
Tschichold’s essay ‘noch eine neue schrift’ featured a survey of modernist alphabets
including Schwitters’s Systemschrift. However it made no mention of version ‘f ’. 
Instead, in reference to versions ‘a’ to ‘e’, as Christopher Burke notes, ‘he criticised
Kurt Schwitters’s Systemschrift indirectly for taking capital letters as the basis for a
single-case alphabet’.62 Subsequently, many authors have repeated Tschichold’s 
oversight, glossing over the full complexity and ingenuity of Systememschrift ‘f ’ as an
iconic-analogical writing system, describing Systemschrift as simply distinguishing
vowels and consonants and being single case.63

Bayer stated that ‘in designing a new type face we cannot set about inventing en-
tirely new forms...we must stay close to the basic design’.64 Tschichold too argued that
‘to re-design our letters completely—as in shorthand and lettering for the blind—
would be quite impractical and unacceptable’.65 The argument that it would be 
unpragmatic and uneconomical to replace a long established system of writing with
something new is in contradiction with Tschichold’s view, already noted, that Arabic
script and Chinese writing should be replaced with the Latin alphabet. Schwitters’s 
fluency in Gabelsberger—a system visually removed from the alphabet—perhaps in
part explains his lesser timidity in proposing a radical new system.

In a 1928 essay on advertising, Schwitters maintained that ‘a future ideal would be
for visual signs to be designed to look as distinct as tones sound’, unlike ‘our histori-
cally evolved script’.66 Nevertheless, for the time being, ‘if we want to be legible, we
can offer nothing different than contemporary variants of [Latin-alphabetical]
script’. Despite the fact that Schwitters occasionally used solely lower-case in his 
typographic works,67 he argued that unless orthography were rigorously redesigned
it remained ‘false to write all German letters in lower case…for the time being, 
using all lower case makes reading difficult and is an unimportant formality’.68 Or is
indeed formalism: a graphic choice connotative of, though not born from, a scientific
re-evaluation of orthography. Despite the frequent scientific claims in the New Ty-
pographers’ writings (such as those regarding the alleged short-sightedness produced
by Fraktur, and the improvements in education and economy that would result
from a single-case orthography) Systemschrift alone demonstrated a deep engagement
with phonetic science. One need not agree with the ideas on writing expressed by
the New Typographers—that it must be shed of historical convention and con-
structed according to logic, that the purpose of writing is the faithful transcription
of speech, and to that end, that each segment of speech must be indicated by one
symbol—to recognise that Schwitters uniquely pursued these ideas with fidelity, 
resulting in a form of writing that was, in his own words, ‘more consistent and 
systematic’ than those of his peers. 
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mind, as well as the arbitrary rules determining the amount of and position of 
horizontal lines on the vertical axis, a matrix can be placed on a diagram of the vocal
organ to explain most (though there are exceptions) of the consonant characters in
Systemschrift ‘f ’ (see A figure 4).

Schwitters noted that it was impossible to altogether avoid arbitrariness in the
design of a writing system.60 Nevertheless, the choice to combine an iconic-analogical
approach with aspects of iconic-depiction was an attempt to reduce to a minimum
the arbitrary nature of supplying symbols for sounds, and therefore also reduce the
amount of training required in interpretation of the symbols. Not only does
Schwitters ‘allot related shapes to related segments’, but with knowledge of the
physical world—the human vocal organ—one can attempt to decode the symbols.
For Porstmann, Moholy-Nagy, Bayer and Tschichold, each of their projects and
proposals were described as stages towards the establishment of an international
language. This was also the case for Systemschrift. Version ‘f ’ was a hypothetical 
projection of what a future rational writing system might look like. Schwitters
found it lamentable that although we no longer ride in ‘horse-drawn carriages’ we
continue to ‘use type that comes from the Middles Ages and antiquity’.61 Unlike
his proposed language of 1925, Systemschrift tackled only the graphic expression,
and not the semantic organisation, of language. Nevertheless, for Schwitters a 
writing system such as Systemschrift ‘f ’, capable of expressing the phonetic values of
all the world’s languages, would be a stage towards the complete reorganisation of
language. A logical writing system would in turn influence language itself, encour-
aging the development of a universal logically-structured language, uniting the
people of the world under a common tongue.

A  Fig. 4
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